MNP California President's Update: From Snowball to Spring Blooming

Local tech leaders have come together to form the new New York State Conference for Leadership in Technology (NYC), which is a great opportunity for MNP California members to connect and network. The group will host their first event on March 29th at Union South in New York City. It is an exciting time for the tech industry, and MNP California members can be part of this growing movement.

MNP in the News

San-Diego Los Angeles Area MEETINGS

The San-Diego Los Angeles Area MEETINGS are a great opportunity for MNP members to network and stay up-to-date on the latest developments in the tech industry. The next meeting will be held on March 29th at Union South in New York City. For more information, please visit the MNP website.

Engineering, Law, Technology (ELAT)

The Engineering, Law, Technology (ELAT) program is an excellent opportunity for MNP members to enhance their knowledge of the legal and regulatory aspects of the tech industry. The program is offered in San-Diego and Los Angeles, and MNP members can participate in the program at a discounted rate. For more information, please visit the MNP website.

Core Leadership Team

The Core Leadership Team is a group of MNP members who work closely with the MNP President to plan and execute the organization's events and initiatives. The team is committed to ensuring that MNP members have a voice in the organization and are able to participate in the decision-making process. For more information, please visit the MNP website.

San-Diego Chambers of Commerce

The San-Diego Chambers of Commerce is a great opportunity for MNP members to connect with other members of the tech industry and stay up-to-date on the latest developments in the local market. The organization hosts a variety of events throughout the year, including networking events, workshops, and conferences. For more information, please visit the San-Diego Chambers of Commerce website.

San-Diego Engineering Council

The San-Diego Engineering Council is a group of engineers and engineering professionals who work together to promote the growth of the engineering profession in San-Diego. The organization hosts a variety of events throughout the year, including networking events, workshops, and conferences. For more information, please visit the San-Diego Engineering Council website.

AONCUC MEETINGS

The AONCUC MEETINGS are a great opportunity for MNP members to network and stay up-to-date on the latest developments in the tech industry. The next meeting will be held on March 29th at Union South in New York City. For more information, please visit the AONCUC website.

COSP Backing Regional Leader for Greater Los Angeles

Are you a MNP member in the Greater Los Angeles area? A member of the MNP Core Leadership Team is running for the position of Regional Leader for Greater Los Angeles. The Regional Leader is responsible for coordinating MNP activities in the Greater Los Angeles area and representing the organization's interests in the region. For more information, please visit the MNP website.

Recent Depagals Serve As Reminders of PM's Role

Recent developments in the tech industry have served as reminders of the important role that project managers play in overseeing projects and ensuring that they are completed on time and within budget. MNP members can take advantage of the organization's resources to enhance their knowledge of project management and improve their skills.

Are Exemptions Getting in the Way of Qualified Engineering Practice?

Qualification as a Professional Engineer (PE) is a significant milestone in the career of an engineering professional. However, the qualification process can be challenging, and there are a number of factors that can impact an individual's ability to be designated as a PE. MNP members can take advantage of the organization's resources to learn more about the process and how to navigate the challenges.

What Are the Implications of the Time for Professional Development?

Professional development is an important aspect of the career of an engineering professional. However, there are a number of factors that can impact an individual's ability to participate in professional development activities. MNP members can take advantage of the organization's resources to learn more about the challenges and how to overcome them.

Viva Las Vegas: Register for the 2018 Professional Conference

The 2018 Professional Conference will be held in Las Vegas, Nevada, and MNP members are encouraged to register. The conference is an excellent opportunity for MNP members to network with other professionals, learn about the latest developments in the field, and enhance their knowledge of engineering.